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1. INTRODUCTION
The existence of free noncyclic subgroups of the multiplicative group of
w xa division ring was conjectured by Lichtman 13 , and has been widely
w x w xinvestigated 8, 9, 14, 15, 19, 21 . The conjecture was proved 6, 19 in the
case where the ring is finite-dimensional over its centre. Either proof
w xmakes use of the Tits' Alternatives Theorem 24 and consequently, does
not exhibit the free groups explicitly.
We address the question of explicitly finding pairs of elements such that
the subgroup they generate is the free product of the respective cyclic
 4subgroups. Given groups H 1 G we say that a pair g , g of elements of1 2
G is semifree modulo H provided that the images g , g in GrH satisfy:1 2
Ž . ² : ² : ² :a The group g , g is the free product g ) g .1 2 1 2
Ž . Žb g has order at least 3 and g has order 2 the condition on g is1 2 2
.convenient, that on g is to avoid Z )Z .1 2 2
If H is the centre of G, we say that the pair is semifree modulo centre, and
 4if H s 1 , then the pair is semifree. We also say that the pair is free if it
freely generates a free group. Notice that from a semifree pair one can
easily obtain free pairs.
All rings are assumed to be unital, and U X denotes the group of units
of the ring X. For a commutative ring R of characteristic different from 2,
U a, bŽ .and elements a, b of R , the quaternion algebra is defined as follows:R
a, bŽ . Ž .as an R-module, s R [ P, where P the pure quaternions is a rank-3R
 4 2 2free R-module with basis i, j, k , with i s a, j s b, ij s yji s k. Our
main results on these algebras are as follows:
THEOREM 1. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic / 2 with
quotient field Q, and let a, b, a , b g RU. Suppose that there exists a nonar-
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .chimedean ¤aluation n on R i such that n a s n b s n b s 0 and
Ž . Ž .  4n 1 q a i / n 1 y a i . Then 1 q a i, i q b j is semifree modulo centre in
a, bŽ .U .Q
THEOREM 2. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic / 2 with
quotient field Q, and let a, b, a , b g R. Suppose that there exists a non-archi-
' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .medean ¤aluation n on the field Q a , b , such that n a s n b s n a
' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s n b s 0, n 1 q a a / n 1 y a a , and n 1 q b b / n 1 y b b .
a, b 4 Ž .Then 1 q a i, 1 q b j is a free pair in U .Q
Ž .Given the well known isomorphism of SO 3, R and the group of real
quaternions of norm 1, the above apply in several different forms to
exhibit free groups of rotations in Euclidean 3-space. Results by de Groot
Âw x w x w x10 , Dekker 3 , and Swierczkowski 23 will follow, as well as a generaliza-
w xtion of one by Hausdorff 12 .
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In characteristic 2, quaternion algebras have to be defined differently
w x U Ž x2, 4 : if F is a field of characteristic 2 and a, b g F , let a, brF s F q
F i q F j q F ij, with the defining relations i2 s i q a, j2 s b, ji s
Ž .i q 1 j. Our main result on these algebras is the following:
THEOREM 3. Let F be a field of characteristic 2 and consider the
a, b UŽ xquaternion algebra . Let a g F . Assume that b / 1 and that there is aF
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž¤aluation n on F a, b, a , i : F i such that n b s 0 and n a q2
a, by1 y2 .  4 Ž xa q a ) 0. Then 1 q a i, 1 q j is semifree modulo centre in U .F
In a sequel to this paper we will prove analogous results about more
general cyclic algebras.
Even though quaternions are a very restricted class of rings, the above
results enable us to find free pairs in larger classes of rings. We will show
examples of free pairs in fields of fractions of some skew polynomial rings
and group algebras. These are obtained by suitable specializations to
quaternion algebras. In particular, here are two applications:
Ž . ² : ² :Consider the first Weyl algebra A Q s Q s, t r ts y st y 1 , an Ore1
domain with a classical field of fractions.
 4THEOREM 4. The pair 1 q st, 1 q s is semifree modulo some subgroup
Ž .in the field of fractions of A Q .1
Ž .To appreciate this fully, note the following unpublished example of
Ž .  4A. Lichtman: in A Q , the pair 1 q s, 1 q t is not free, since it does1
not even generate a free semigroup. Just notice that if S s 1 q s, T s
1 q t, then TS y ST s 1, so TS and ST commute.
As another application, let L be a Lie algebra over a field K of
Ž .characteristic 0, such that its enveloping algebra U L is Ore. Lichtman
w x17 showed that if x, y are noncommuting elements of L, there exists a
Ž . Ž . Ž y1 y1 .y1specialization of U L onto A K such that yx y x y ‹ s and1
xy1 y ‹ t. This can be combined with Theorem 4 to produce explicit free2
Ž .pairs in U L .
w xEizenbud and Lichtman 5 have constructed a Malcev]Neumann field
Ž .of fractions for the group rings of residually torsion-free nilpotent groups
Žit is not known whether this is the universal field of fractions of the group
.ring . We close the paper with the following consequence of the previous
results which, in the nilpotent case, answers a question of J. Lewin:
THEOREM 5. Let k be a field of characteristic not 2, and let G be a
Ž .residually torsion-free nilpotent group. If x, y are any pair of noncommuting
U ² :elements of G, and c, d g k then the group 1 q cx, 1 q dy is free in the
Malce¤ ]Neumann field of fractions of kG.
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2. PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
The basic tool for proving Theorems 1, 2, and 3 is the Table-Tennis
ŽLemma, which has long been used for the recognition of free products see
w x.18 . Here is a version specially tailored for semifree pairs:
TABLE-TENNIS LEMMA. Let G be a group acting on a set X, and let
g , g g G, where g has order at least 3 and g has order 2. Suppose that1 2 1 2
there exist distinct nonempty subsets X and X of X such that X g : X1 2 1 2 2
n n  4and, for all integers n such that g / 1, X g : X . Then the pair g , g is1 2 1 1 1 2
semifree.
The following elementary result will be used without further reference.
Ž .PROPOSITION 6. 1 If a group morphism maps a pair of elements to a
free pair, then the original pair is also free.
Ž .  42 Suppose that g , g is semifree in G modulo H. Then, the following1 2
pairs are free in G:
Ž .  n m 4a The pair g g , g g , with n, m distinct nonzero integers;1 2 1 2
Ž .  4b The pair g , g g g , pro¤ided g has infinite order in GrH.1 2 1 2 1
Ž .Proof. 1 Any identity satisfied by the original pair would be satisfied
by the images.
Ž .2 The image of each pair is clearly free in GrH, hence lifts to a free
pair in G.
a, bŽ . Ž .Proof of Theorem 1. Let F s Q i , so T s s F [ F j. LetQ
X s x q y j g T : n x s n y 4Ž . Ž .1
X s x q y j g T : n x / n y . 4Ž . Ž .2
Ž .Ž .n Ž .n Ž .nIf n / 0, then x q y j 1 q a i s x 1 q a i q y 1 y a i j, which is in
Ž .n Ž .X if x q y j g X . In other words, X 1 q a i : X . Similarly, x q y j2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .i q b j s i x q bb y q b x y i y j g X provided that x q y j g X ,1 2
since the coefficients i, b, and b , all have valuation zero. The result
follows from the Table-Tennis Lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof uses the same apparatus as in the
previous case. However, since 1 q b j no longer has order 2, we need a
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Ž .formula for its powers. Since Q j is a quadratic extension of Q, for all
integers n we have
n
1 q b j s d 1 q r jŽ . Ž .n n
for some d , r g F, and standard techniques show thatn n
1 u n y 1
r s ,n nž /' u q 1b
where
'1 q b b
u s .'1 y b b
Ž .mAs in the previous proof, X 1 q a i : X for every nonzero integer m.1 2
Ž . Ž .Next, n u / 0 by assumption, whence, for n / 0, we also have n r s 0.n
Ž .nNow, if n is a nonzero integer, then 1 q b j maps the element x q y j to
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .a scalar multiple of u s x q r by q r x q y j. If x q y j g X so n xn n 2
Ž ../ n y , then since the coefficients have valuation zero, the coefficients of
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .nu have equal valuation min n x , n y . In other words, X 1 q b j : X2 1
for every nonzero integer n. The result follows from the usual form of the
Ž w x.Table-Tennis Lemma as in 18 .
Proof of Theorem 3. We use the same sets X and X introduced in1 2
Ž .2the proof of Theorem 1. The condition b / 1 ensures that 1 q j s b q
U Ž .Ž .1 g F , so 1 q j has order 2 modulo the centre. Since x q y j 1 q a i s
Ž . Ž .x 1 q a i q y 1 q a q a i j, the proof may be concluded exactly as before,
Ž . Ž .once we have proven that n 1 q a i / n 1 q a q a i . To begin with,
2 Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .write f s aa q a q 1 s 1 q a i 1 q a q a i . Then n f s 2n a q
Ž y1 y2 .n a q a q a / y‘, so f / 0, and 1 q a i, 1 q a q a i are units.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let x s 1 q a q a i r 1 q a i , so we need to show that n x / 0. Since
y1 2 Ž y1 . Ž y1 y2 .x q x s a rf , it follows that n x q x s yn a q a q a - 0,
Ž .hence n x / 0.
3. ROTATIONS
Throughout this section, the rings have characteristic different from 2.
The pure quaternions P are invariant under ring automorphisms, so there
a, b y1Ž . Ž . Ž .is a homomorphism r : U “ GL 3, R , given by ¤ xr s x ¤x for allR
¤ g P. Indeed, as this factors over the centre, we may consider its domain
a, b a , bŽ . Ž Ž ..to be U rZ U . In particular, for the Hamilton quaternions H sR R
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y1, y1Ž . Ž ., the domain can be thought of by choice of representatives as theR
Ž .quaternions of norm 1, and the image is SO 3, R .
It will be useful to write r explicitly in rings of symmetric quaternions,
 4using the ordered basis i, j, k for the pure quaternions:
LEMMA 7. Identify R3 with the set P of pure quaternions, and let r :
a, a y1Ž . Ž . Ž .U “ GL 3, R be the group homomorphism defined by ¤ xr s x ¤xR
for all ¤ g P. One has
0 1 0
i q j r sŽ . 1 0 0ž /0 0 y1
a 2 y b 2a 0 0
y12 2 2 2a q b i r s a y b a 0 a q b a y2abŽ . Ž .  02 20 y2aba a q b a
pro¤ided that a 2 y b 2a is a unit in R. In particular, this gi¤es an explicit
a, aŽ . Ž . Ž .embedding of U rU R into GL 3, R .R
 4Proof. Straightforward computation of the action on the basis i, j, k
a, aŽ .gives the formula. For the embedding, just notice that the centre of U R
Ž .is U R .
COROLLARY 8. If t is an indeterminate o¤er R, then for any a g RU , the
a, a 4 Ž .pair 1 q t i, 1 q t j is free in the ring .w xR t
w xw x.Proof. Consider the valuation n of R t i given by the principal ideal
Ž . Ž .generated by 1 y t i. Then, n 1 q t i s 0, n 1 y t i s 1, and the result
follows from Theorem 2.
In the real case, it is useful to have a dictionary between the languages
of rotations and quaternions. A rotation of angle u about the i-axis is
usually represented by
1 0 0u u u
cos q sin i r s 1 q tan i r s ,0 cos u ysin už / ž /2 2 2 ž /0 sin u cos u
to which any other rotation of angle u is conjugate. In particular, a
rotation about an axis in the i]j-plane, at an angle f with i will be, as a
Ž . Ž .quaternion, the conjugate of the above by cos fr2 i q sin fr2 j, or more
Ž .conveniently, by 1 q tan fr2 i. Indeed, we will favour the ``tangent'' form
of quaternions over the traditional norm 1 format, as it makes the
computations easier, with no loss of generality.
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Ž w x.COROLLARY 9 de Groot 10 . If u g R is such that cos u is transcen-
dental, then any pair of rotations of angle u on perpendicular axes forms a free
pair.
Proof. If cos u is transcendental, then so is a s tan ur2. Hence, the
 4statement amounts to saying that 1 q a i, 1 q a j is free; this follows
from the preceding result.
COROLLARY 10. If u g R is such that the complex number z s cos u q
sin u i is algebraic, but not an algebraic integer, then any pair of rotations of
angle u on perpendicular axes is free.
w x Ž .Proof. The number field Q z, i affords a valuation n such that n z -
Ž .2 Ž 2 .0. If a s tan ur2, then one quickly verifies that z s 1 q a i r 1 q a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s 1 q a i r 1 y a i , whence n 1 q a i s n z q n 1 y a i . Now apply
Theorem 2.
The following result was proved after a considerable tour de force by
Â w xSwierczkowski 23 :
COROLLARY 11. If cos u is rational, then a pair of rotations by angle u ,
1on perpendicular axes, is free if and only if cos u / 0, " , " 1.2
Proof. It is easy to see that the excluded cases are exactly those in
which cos u q sin u i is an algebraic integer, so one gets a free group in all
Ž .the other cases by the previous corollary . The excluded cases are not
free, since then cos u q sin u i is a root of 1.
At this point, the only cases that remain are those in which z s cos u q
sin u i is an algebraic integer. We do not know what happens when z has
infinite order, but for finite order one can settle the matter completely.
PROPOSITION 12. Suppose that z s cos u q sin u i is a primiti¤e nth root
 4of 1. Then, the pair cos u q sin u i, i q j is not semifree modulo centre if
either n s 2 or 4 N n, and it is semifree modulo centre otherwise.
Ž .Proof. The case n s 2 is trivial, and when 4 N n, the nr4 th power of
Ž Ž ..4the first term is "i, and i i q j is central. Next, consider the case where
n is odd.
k w xFirst notice that if 0 - k - n, then z q 1 is a unit in Z z ; indeed, as
n ny1Ž k .1 y X s Ł z y X , evaluation at X s y1 leads to the identityks0
ny1Ž k . 4Ł z q 1 s 1. Next, as n is odd, z is also a primitive nth root, soks1
4 k y2 kŽ 4 k .z q 1 is also a unit. It follows that 2 cos 2ku s z z q 1 is also a
w xunit. Hence, if n is the valuation of Q z induced by the prime 2, then
Ž . Ž 2 2 .n cos 2ku s y1 and since n cos 2ku q sin 2ku s 0, it follows that
Ž . Ž . U Un sin 2ku s n cos 2ku . Now, Lemma 7 gives an embedding of H rR
Ž .  Ž . 4into GL 3, R , so it is enough to show that zr, i q j r is semifree, thus
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generating a group isomorphic to Z )Z . Using Lemma 7 we have, forn 2
0 - k - n,
2 0 0
k 0 2 cos 2ku y2 sin 2kuŽ . Ž .2 z r s .Ž .  00 2 sin 2ku 2 cos 2kuŽ . Ž .
Ž k .In other words, 2 z r has the form
q 0 0
,0 ) )ž /0 ) )
where the q entry has positive valuation, and the ) entries have zero
valuation.
 Ž . 4If zr, i q j r were not semifree, then there would exist a sequence
n ,n , . . . , n of integers, each between 1 and n y 1, such that1 2 k
n n n1 2 kzr i q j r zr i q j r ? . . . ? zr i q j r s I.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
n sŽ .n sŽ . mDefining A s 2 zr i q j r, it follows that A , A ? . . . ? A s 2 I,s 1 2 k
where m s Ýk n ) 0. As each A has all its entries in the valuation ringss1 s s
of n , we may pass to the corresponding residue field, where each As
becomes of form
0 0 0
,) 0 )ž /) 0 )
with ) representing nonzero elements, so the product of AX s has the sames
form. On the other hand, 2 mI s 0 over the residue field since m ) 0, a
contradiction.
Finally, consider the case n s 2m, where m is odd. Then z m s y1 is
² : ² 2:central, and z has order m modulo centre. Therefore, z s z
 2 4 2modulo centre, so it is sufficient to prove that z , i q j is semifree. As z
is a primitive mth root of unity, this case follows from the previous one.
The case n s 6, which yields a free product Z )Z , is due to Hausdorff3 2
w x12 . It is worth pointing out that the technique used in this last proof can
be also adapted to prove a special case of Theorem 1, where a s b, b s 1.
It is worthwhile to review Corollary 9 from another viewpoint. A pair of
quaternions is semifree modulo centre if, for every nontrivial word in the
Ž .abstract free product of the corresponding mod centre cyclics, the actual
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value has nonzero pure part. Now, replace one member of the pair by its
conjugate by x q y i q z j q wk. Each word now results in a quaternion
whose entries are rational functions of x, y, z, w. The requirement that the
pure part be nonzero is equivalent to the statement that a specific
polynomial is nonzero. It follows that if one replaces x, y, z, w by alge-
braically independent transcendentals over the field generated by Q and
the coefficients of the original pair, then the new pair will still be semifree
modulo centre.
To be more specific, suppose that in the cases examined above instead
of perpendicular rotation axes we consider rotations at an arbitrary angle
f. Then, the role of i q j is taken by i q b j, where b s tan fr2. Applying
the same argument as before, we are led to considering polynomials in b.
The propositions above show, upon substituting b s 1, that these polyno-
mials are all nonzero; hence, there are countably many values of b for
Žwhich the rotated pair fail to generate a free product a slightly more
w x.cumbersome variation of this argument appears in 1 . In particular, if b
is transcendental over the field generated by the entries of the original two
matrices, we have semifree pairs also.
COROLLARY 13. Two rotations through the same angle u , on axes at an
Ž .angle f, form a free pair pro¤ided cos u is transcendental o¤er Q cos f .
Proof. As remarked before, we may assume that one rotation has axis i,
and the other has its axis in the i-j-plane. Let a s tan ur2, b s tan fr2;
Ž .the hypothesis implies that a is transcendental over Q b , and so over
Ž .w xQ b i . Hence, the valuation defined by the principal ideal generated
by 1 y a i clearly satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1. Then 1 q a i,
4i q b j is semifree modulo centre, and so the required rotations, being the
y1Ž . Ž .Ž .r-images of 1 q a i and i q b j 1 q a i i q b j , form a free pair.
De Groot, on proving Corollary 9, asked whether the same result was
w xtrue with arbitrary distinct rotation axes. That was proved by Dekker 3 ,
but there is a mistake in the proof, and indeed the result as suggested by
De Groot is not true. To see this, choose any transcendental a ) 1 and let
2 2 2Ž .Ž .'b s a y 1 r a q 1 . If w s 1 q a i i q b j g H, then w is aŽ . Ž .
4  4pure quaternion, hence w is central. It follows that 1 q a i, i q b j is not
semifree modulo centre, hence the rotations by angle u s 2 arctan a , with
axes inclined at an angle f s 2 arctan b do not form a free pair, even
though cos u is transcendental. From this idea one can get many more
examples to show that the hypothesis of Corollary 13 cannot be easily
weakened. Dekker's proof, while wrong for the intended result, is correct
for Corollary 13.
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4. A SPECIAL CASE
Consider the direct product of a cyclic group of odd prime order p and
the quaternion group of order 8, and the corresponding integral group
ring. In the Wedderburn decomposition of the rational group algebra, one
y1, y1Ž .of the components contains the quaternion ring , where u is aw xZ u
w xprimitive pth root of 1; in 11 it is shown how to obtain a free group in the
units of the group ring from a free group of quaternions. The latter
²Ž .m Ž .m:appears on applying Tits' Criterion to show that 1 q u i , 1 q u j is
a free group for some integer m ) 0.
That proof gives no explicit m, and we do not know of a case where
Ž .m s 1 can be proved not to work}we present below on O p bound for
m. It would have been fortunate if Theorem 1 could be applied here, but
this is not possible: there is no nonarchimedean valuation separating these
w x Ž .two, since 1 " u i are units in Z u , i see the proof of Proposition 12 .
In order to handle this case, one has to resort to the archimedean
absolute value in C; still some ideas from the proof of Theorem 1 can be
used, and by following through with the computations we will give an idea
of how much harder this case is. As before, we seek conditions for
Ž .m 41 q u i , i q j to be semifree modulo centre. Regard the algebra as a
w x  4Q u , i -vector space with basis 1, j . The right regular action then yields
the matrices
1 q u i 0 i 11 q u i ‹ , i q j ‹ .ž / ž /0 1 y u i y1 yi
Ž .Here it is convenient to identify PGL 2, C with the group of MobiusÈ
 4 Ž .transformations of C j ‘ in the usual way; thus, 1 q u i maps to g x s1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 q u i xr 1 y u i , and i q j maps to g x s ix q 1 r yx y i2
Ž . Ž .s x y i r ix y 1 .
Ž . Ž . ŽPROPOSITION 14. The Mobius transformations g x s l x, g x s x yÈ 1 2'. Ž . < <i r ix y 1 form a semifree pair if 0 - l - 3 y 2 2 .
2' < <Proof. Denote s s 2 y 1; the stated bound is 0 - l - s . We will
 4use the Table-Tennis Lemma, choosing subsets of C j ‘ . Let
< < < < y1 4  4X s N j N , N s x : x - s , N s x : x ) s ,1 - ) - )
< < y1 4X s x : s - x - s .2
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 g X ; X . First we show that g N ; X . Let x s a q bi g2 1 2 2 - 2
< <N , m s x . Then-
2 22 2a q b y 1 i a q b y 1 m y 2b q 1Ž . Ž .2
g x s s s .Ž .2 2 22yb y 1 q ai m q 2b q 1a q b q 1Ž .
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With m fixed b ranges from ym to m and this expression monotonically
decreases with b, therefore
2 21 y m 1 q m2F g x F .Ž .2ž / ž /1 q m 1 y m
As 0 F m - s - 1, this yields the bounds
1 y s 1 q s
- g x - .Ž .21 q s 1 y s
Ž . Ž . Ž .The trivial fact that 1 y s r 1 q s s s implies that g x g X . If2 2
y1 Ž y1 . Ž .x g N , then x g N , hence g x g X . It follows that g x s) - 2 2 2
Ž Ž y1 ..y1 Ž .g x g X , whence g N ; X .2 2 2 ) 2
Ž . nŽ . Ž . y1Ž .2 g X ; X for every n / 0. As g N ; N and g N ;1 2 1 1 - - 1 )
Ž . y1Ž .N , it is enough to show that g X ; N and g X ; N . Recalling) 1 2 - 1 2 )
< < 2 < Ž . < < < 2 y1that l - s , note that if x g X , g x s l x - s s s s , and simi-2 1
y1 y1< Ž . <larly g x ) s , so the result follows.1
<Ž . Ž . <The usefulness of the above lies in the fact that 1 q u i r 1 y u i / 1,
when u is not real, in sharp contrast with the rotations in Section 3.
2p i r p Ž .m 4PROPOSITION 15. If u s e , p G 3, then the pair 1 q u i , i q j is
semifree pro¤ided that one of the following holds:
Ž .1 p s 3, and m G 2.
Ž .2 p s 5, and m G 1.
L 'Ž . u v Ž . Žu v3 p G 6, and m G p , where L s log 3 q 2 2 x denotes x2p
.rounded up to the next integer .
Proof. In view of the previous result, we seek the smallest m such that
m '<Ž . Ž . <1 q u i r 1 y u i - 3 y 2 2 . Elementary manipulations shows that
<Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž .1 q u i r 1 y u i s 1 y t r 1 q t , where t s tan prp . Hence,
Ž . u Ž .v Ž . ŽŽ . Ž ..m p s f p , where f p s Lrlog 1 q t r 1 y t . Here are some
Ž .computed values}for each i, the first p G 6 such that m p s i:
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
p 6 9 12 15 19 22 26 29
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To get the estimate, notice that for 0 - t - 1,
1 q t t 3 t 5
log s log 1 q t y log 1 y t s 2 t q q q ???Ž . Ž . ž /1 y t 3 5
t 3
) 2 t q ,ž /3
hence
L t 2 t 4
f p - 1 y q y ???Ž . ž /2 t 3 9
L t 2 t 4
- 1 y qž /2 t 3 9
L Lt t 2
s y 1 y .ž /2 t 6 3
Ž .Since t s tan prp ) prp and the right-hand side decreases as t “ 0, we
finally obtain
L Lp p 2
f p - p y 1 yŽ . 2ž /2p 6 p 3 p
L
- p , for p ) 2.
2p
Ž . Ž .The result follows. A similar technique shows that f p ) Lr2p p y 1,
?Ž . @ Ž . uŽ . v Žso that Lr2p p F m p F Lr2p p and computations suggest that
Ž . .m p rarely meets the lower bound ; we do not present the details, as this
does not shed light on the main issue.
The authors are indebted to Y. Kohayakawa for the last part of the
estimate.
5. WEYL ALGEBRAS AND SKEW POLYNOMIAL RINGS
Fields of fractions of skew polynomial rings are a common way of
describing division rings. Sometimes the description hides a quaternion
algebra or a specialization to one. By recovering the appropriate mor-
phisms, we can exhibit free pairs in some of these algebras. We begin with
three such results and prepare the proof of Theorem 4.
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PROPOSITION 16. Let X, Y be commuting indeterminates o¤er a field k.
X , Y 4 Ž . Ž .Then 1 q i, 1 q j is free resp. semifree in the quaternion algebra Ž .k X , Y
X , YŽ Ž x .resp. , when char k s 2 .Ž .k X , Y
Ž .Proof. Use the appropriate result Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 , with
a s b s 1. The fields one needs to look at are purely transcendental
extensions of k, so the existence of the required valuations is trivial.
PROPOSITION 17. Let Q be the field of fractions of the skew polynomial
Ž .w xring R s k X Y; u , where k is a field of characteristic 2, X is an indetermi-
Ž . unate, and u is the automorphism of k X gi¤en by X s X q 1. Then, the
 4pair 1 q X, 1 q Y is semifree in Q.
Proof. Direct computation shows that a s X 2 q X and b s Y 2 are
a , bŽ xcentral in Q. It follows that Q s . Since a , b are algebraicallyk a , bŽ .
independent over k, the result follows from Proposition 16.
PROPOSITION 18. Let Q be the field of fractions of the skew polynomial
Ž .w xring R s k X Y; u , where k is a field of characteristic distinct from 2, X is
Ž .an indeterminate o¤er k, and u is the automorphism of k X gi¤en
u  nby X s l X, where l is a primiti¤e 2n-th root of unity in k. Then, 1 q X ,
n41 q Y is a free pair in Q.
Proof. As in the previous proof, a s X 2 n and b s Y 2 n are central in
Q. Also, as ln s y1, it follows that the subfield of Q generated by
a , bn n n n 4 Ž .X , Y is isomorphic to via X ‹ i, Y ‹ j. As a , b arek a , bŽ .
algebraically independent over k, the result follows from Proposition 16.
PROPOSITION 19. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field F, and
let A be a prime ideal of R. Assume that there exists a discrete ¤aluation n of
 Ž . 4 Ž .F such that A s x g R: n x ) 0 . Let a, b g R, n a s 0, and let u be the
w x uR-automorphism of the polynomial ring R X gi¤en by X s aX q b. Finally,
w xw xlet Q s R X Y; u . Then, the complement M of the ideal AQ is a right
denominator set in Q. Further, in the right quotient ring Q of Q with respectM
to M, the set B of non-units is an ideal, and B l Q s AQ. In particular, if R
is a Dedekind domain, then the conclusion holds for e¤ery prime ideal of R.
w xProof. The second part of the proof of 14, Theorem 1 applies, by
w xusing the valuation n . The rings in 14, Theorem 1 look like the case
b s 0, but the proof works in general.
Identifying a quaternion algebra within a skew field may seem like
contrived luck. In more general settings one can still get free pairs via
w xspecializations, by following the methods of 14 . There is no need to delve
seriously into specializations, the general idea being as follows: to study a
pair of elements in the multiplicative group of a division ring, find a
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subring T whose units contain the subgroup generated by the pair; apply a
morphism from T to a division ring where the pair maps to a free or
semifree pair. Lift the information back to the original ring. Thus we have:
Proof of Theorem 4. First we show a skew polynomial ring embedded in
Ž . ² : Ž .Ž .A Q . Consider the ring morphism c : Q s, t “ Q X Y; X ‹ X q 11
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž . y1given by c s s Y, c t s Y X. Then, c ts y st y 1 s Y XY y X y
Ž . Ž .Ž1 s 0, hence the map induces a morphism A Q “ Q X Y; X ‹1
.X q 1 . Since the Weyl algebra is simple, this morphism is one to one and
induces an isomorphism of the fields of fractions.
w xw xWe can now apply Proposition 19 to Q s Z X Y; X ‹ X q 1 , with
Ž .Ž .A s 2Z, obtaining a local subring Q of Q X Y; X ‹ X q 1 , withM
maximal ideal B, such that B l Z s 2Z. The division algebra Q rB isM
Ž .Ž .  4just F X Y; X ‹ X q 1 . By Proposition 17, 1 q X, 1 q Y is semifree2
modulo centre in Q rB; since 1 q X, 1 q Y g UQ , this pair is semi-M M
y1free modulo a subgroup of UQ . The result follows by applying c .M
It is reasonable to expect that the above pair is in fact free.
Note that Proposition 6 can be used to produce free pairs from Theorem
w x4. It is also interesting to compare this with 9 , where a free group algebra
Ž .is found in the field of fractions of A Q ; there, the whole free group1
consists of proper fractions, while the present result provides free monoids
Ž .inside A Q generating free groups in the field of fractions.1
As a sort of complement for Proposition 18 we have:
PROPOSITION 20. Let k be a field of characteristic distinct from 2 and let
w x u Uu be the automorphism of k X gi¤en by X s l X, with l g k . Then
² : Ž .Ž .1 q X, 1 q Y is a free subgroup of the field of fractions k X Y; u
pro¤ided that either
Ž .i l is transcendental o¤er the prime field of k; or
Ž . Ž . w xii char k s 0 and l is an algebraic number such that 2 f 1 q l Z l .
Proof. Let P be the prime field of k. In each case we construct
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .appropriate specializations from k X Y; u to F X Y; X ‹ yX , for
some field F.
Ž . w x w xw xCase i . Let R s P l , and Q s R X Y; u . Applying Proposition 19
Ž .with A s 1 q l R we obtain M and B such that both 1 q X, 1 q Y are
invertible in Q , and, as 1 q l g B, the relation Yy1 XY s yX holds inM
Ž .Ž .Q rB. It follows that Q rB , P X Y; X ‹ yX .M M
Ž . w x w xw x Ž . w xCase ii . Let R s Z l , and Q s R X Y; u . Extend 1 q l Z l to a
maximal ideal A of R not containing 2 and apply Proposition 19. We
obtain M and B such that both 1 q X, 1 q Y are invertible in Q , and, asM
before, the relation Yy1 XY s yX holds in Q rB. As B l Z s pZ forM
Ž .Ž .some prime p / 2, Q rB , F X Y; X ‹ yX .M p
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The result now follows from observing for any field F the obvious
Ž .Ž . Ž 2 2 Ž 2 2 ..isomorphism F X Y; X ‹ yX , X , Y rF X , Y , and using
Proposition 16.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 5
To begin with, we prove the result when G is nilpotent. Suppose the
Ž . ² :result is false, and choose a non-abelian counterexample M s x, y of
minimal Hirsh number. By Proposition 20, M is not nilpotent of class 2.
Let R s kM. The centre of M is torsion-free abelian of finite rank; choose
a nontrivial central element a g M, and set t s a y 1 g R _ 0 and M s
² : ‘ Ž . i Ž . Ž w x.Mr a . One easily verifies that F tR s 0 see, e.g., 22, Sect. 3.4 ,is0
w xand RrtR , kM is an Ore domain. By 16, Theorem 1 , the ring of
Ž . Ž .fractions Q kM has a specialization onto the ring of fractions Q kM .
Since M is not of class 2 and a is central, M is not abelian, hence x and y
do not commute. Since M has smaller Hirsch number than M, the
² :minimal choice of M implies that 1 q x, 1 q y is free. Since 1 q x and
1 q y map onto the free generators, they also form a free pair, a contra-
diction.
Now consider the general case. Let G s N = N = ??? be a chain of0 1
normal subgroups of G such that each G s GrN is torsion-free nilpo-i i
 4tent, and F N s 1 . Further, let D and D denote the division subringsi i i
² : ² :of the Malcev]Neumann series rings k G and k G , generated by kGi
and kG , respectively.i
Let x, y be noncommuting elements of G, and choose an index i such
y1 y1 w xthat xyx y f N . By 5, Corollary 2 of Proposition 3.1 , there exists ai
specialization of D to D extending the canonical group morphism G “ G ;i i
Ž .y1 Ž .y1from the proof of that result one sees that both 1 q cx and 1 q dy
are in the domain of the specialization. Since the images of cx, dy do not
commute in D , the first paragraph of the proof implies that the images ofi
 4the pair 1 q cx, 1 q dy form a free pair, whence the result.
Remark. The same argument shows the existence of free group alge-
Žbras in the ring of fractions of the group ring of a residually torsion-free
. Ž wnilpotent group G. The result is known in the nilpotent case e.g., 7,
x.Corollary 2.2 . These free group algebras can then be lifted back via
specializations.
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